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Luke s Hadrian tlie beienth (g v ) and 1970 vas
mirked by Pinter s raovinr1 production of James
Joyce s long neglected lj iles (q i )
Th2 National Youth Theatre
Originating in AUeyns School and the enter
prise of Michael Croft the 2s li 1 fosters in
young people an appreciation of theatre whether
as audience or participants Since 19o9 it has
performed annually in the TV est End Constantly
expanding it now has several companies ind in
its foreign tours has presented plays at the
festivals m Paris and Berlin Several members
ho,ve become professional actors including John
Stride and Derek Takobi of the Isational Theatre
Since 1967 it has been admirably served by
plays specially commission°d from Teronn
Theatre Workshop
Between 1953 and 10B1 Joan Littlewood as
director of Theatre "Workshop at Stratford East
introduced several new playwrights including
Behan and Delaner Spontaneitj psendo
 Brechtnn techniques and social commitment
rather than careful construction were the hall
marks of her work her masterpiece being Oh
What a Lately War (M) This paradoxically used
a period piece brilliantly to satirise the tragic
futility of the first world war
In 1067 Littlewood directed UacBird ami JifA
Wtfson s Diary
MacBird (P) by Barbara Garden is an Amen
cl.d parodv on Uacbe'h in doggerel blank ver e
Described bj Brusteinas    brutally provocative
and    grimly ^mu&mg    it attacks the American
Establishment under Lyndon Johnsc i
Unfortunately Joan Littlewood made such alter i
tions to the text that the satirical parallel witu
Shakespeare was blurred
Vn> Wilson s Dvtry CM) in form a jolly pru
war musical was deccribed by its authors IneniLs
and 'Uells as an affectionate lampoon on tlie
Wilson i dm miration
In 1970 she returned to Stritford East vhe e
she has prodded Hills Forvard Up \rnir L <l
and Wells The Projector set in \Volpole s ige bi t
suggesting parallels with the collapse of flats \t
Ponan Poii.t
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Absurd Drama
The Theatre of the Absurd originating in Pins
was Introduced here through the plays of Beckett
and translations of lonesco Vian and \ itrac It
has had considerable impact on Pmter N F
Simpson Saunders SiX>ppard and Campton
while American absurdist plays by Albee Gelber
and Kopit and by the Swiss Erisch have also
been produced here
The concept of the Absurd was first formulated
by Camus to indicate the discrepancy between
human reason and aspiration and an indifferent
and hostile universe But like Sartre he ex
pressed his convictions through the traditional
dramatic form
Not every playwright of the Absurd is <tn
existentialist and many are more concerned -with
an irrational human society than with the um
verse What they have in common is a technique
All have discarded traditional realism and express
absurdity through images that are themselves
absurd including bizarre situations and objects
both sad and comic such as aged parents con
signed to dustbins
There is in the Absurd an element of Surrealism
and Miss Bradbrook has suggested that a better
term might be Theatre of Dream for it is the un
conscious dream mind that juxtaposes objects and
incidents that in the waking state have no con
nection. such as a rhinoceros in a provincial street
Pinter seems to have an intuitive awareness of the
hinterland of dream while Simpson makes a con
scions manipulation of Surrealism.
Prison has ably demonstrated that the Absurd
can be an effective vehicle for satire and many
absurdist writers such as loneaco and Simpson
have satirised the modern prostitution of language
corrupted by salesmen and politicians and have
used conversation of vapid emptiness to reveal its
breakdown as a means of communication.
It is partly because of their distrust of language
that they have had recourse to ludicrous objects
and images thus extending the range of total
theatre
The Aristotelian Flay
Brecht and lonesco have disparagingly referred
somewhat inaccurately to Aristoteliarusm
Strictly speaking this means the concept of
tragedy which Aristotle first analysed in his
Poetics basing it primarily on the poetic tragedies
of Sophocles especially the Oedtynts Rex (P) e
425 b o The Aristotelian concept, revived since
the Renaissance has obviously been much
modified but certain basic principles can still be
discerned.
Aristotle claims that poetry m general aims at
that rational pleasure which is part of the good
 nfe He defines tragedy as the mutation of an
action By imitation he does not mean tte
description of an actual happening but of one th-t
is possible Hence the poetic licence whereby
the dramatist may adapt historical material to hi3
own thsme
iristotle stresses that the action should be
complete in itself and have inner coherence
Tragedy must have an intelligible beginning a
middle necessitated by the beginning and which
itself necessitates the end The story
must represent one action a complete whole
with its several incidents so closely connected
that the transposal or withdrawal of any one will
disjoint and dislocate the whole
Ihe action should be of some magnitude -with
mcidenti arousing pity and fear wherewith to
accomplish the purgation of such emotions
Here is Aristotle s celebrated doctrine of purgi
tion or catharsis which has been variously
interpreted some considering that something like
a ceremonial purification is intended with an
ethical end in view others that bodily or psycho
logical relief from tension is meant
Aristotle emphasised the paramount importance
of action or plot the characters being revealed in
and through the action. The kmd of plot re
commended is one where the hero is an eminent
man neither inordinately good nor bad whose
misfortune is brought upon tum by some error of
judgment
Here is the germ of the splendid Kenaissance
tragedy concerned with the fall of princes and also
of the modern finely constructed play, such as
Ibsen s Ghosts Such a play has classical sym
metry the beginning middle and end becoming
in modern parlance the exposition development
and climax: or denouement It has its owr>
organic unity and inevitability But although
many-writers such aa Sartre stin. work-within the
classical disciplines many have discarded the
traditional form
Brecht and his followers have repudiated the
whole pattern m favour of a sequence of self
contained episodes strung along anarrative thread
where ironic detachment supersedes the emotional
involvement and catharsis of Greek tragedy
In this day of the common man few are con
cerned with the fall of princes and it is interesting
to examine some of the more striking modem
plays and to ask how far they stand tip to the
Aristotelian canon Should a new concept of
tragedy be evolved that of potentiality un
realised, not a fall from greatness but a failure to
rise?
Black Comedy
Orton (a v) popularised a genre to. which human
suffering is presented as comic The basic tech

